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COMPETITION EXTENDED

We have decided to extend our competition of guessing who is who through our baby photos. All you
need to do is correctly match up our team with our current photographs to our baby ones. The cost of
entering this competition is £1 and will go to a great cause which is Marie Curie, this competition is
giving you the chance to win a Tooth Whitening Kit worth £250!

New Computer System
As you may already be aware, we have
recently upgraded to a new and
improved computer System. We
appreciate our patients understanding
and patience you have had with us
whilst we get used to working our new
system. It’s a significant improvement
on our old system and will make things
run much more efficiently.

OUR 2019 GOALS
As a practice we have decided to set some
targets this year which we aim to achieve before
the end of 2019!
-

Raise at least £1000 for Marie Curie
Reach 1000 Instagram Followers
Reach 100 Google Reviews
We’d be grateful if you could help us out
with all of them!

Marie Curie
We are working alongside our local community charity Marie Curie
and we are supporting the Marie Curie Hospice on Balornock Road.
Marie Curie is a registered charitable organisation that provides support
and care for people who suffer from terminal illnesses and their families. At the
hospice, they aim to achieve the best possible quality of life, whether that may
be through helping relieve symptoms, supporting the individual and their loved
ones at a difficult time. They do this by working closely with other professional’s
involved in the patients care such as GP, District nurse and hospital consultant
to ensure support is given. However, they can’t provide care and support for
people living with a terminal illness across the UK without any help, therefore
that’s why we are stepping in to give them as much help as we can by trying to
raise money for this great charity, £20 a month –could pay for a vital hour of nursing
care from a Marie Curie Nurse for someone living with a terminal illness every month.

Smile of the Month

This is our patient Elaine who decided she wanted to go ahead with our Invisalign CLEAR
REMOVABLE BRACES Treatment after years of not been happy with the positioning of her teeth.
Here is what elaine had to say about her experience: “I am coming toward the end of Invisalign
treatment with Raashi and my only regret about it is not coming sooner. I had braces about 15 years ago and
my teeth have gradually returned to how they were previously and I hated them, I felt really paranoid about
smiling especially as some of my teeth particularly stood out at some angles. I had thought about
straightening them again for a while and had been for a few consultations elsewhere- I wasn't happy with
outrageous prices I was quoted or being told I would need healthy teeth removed just to attempt to straighten
them. When I came to see Raashi for a consultation I immediately felt it was a much more relaxed and caring
atmosphere rather than the cold pushy sales vibe I had felt in some other places. Raashi explained the whole
process really clearly and what to expect if I did want to proceed and how we would prevent my teeth
regressing again. She encouraged me to go away and have a think rather than try to push anything on me
however I had already decided this was the place that I wanted to have my treatment done. I can't believe
how quickly my teeth have straightened- for how crooked some of them were. Raashi and all the nurses have
been amazing at every appointment, so friendly and caring and always putting me at ease. She has gone
above and beyond and tried to make sure my straightening was done by the end of my pregnancy so I wasn't
worrying about new trays etc with a new baby here- going above and beyond by volunteering to come in on
her day off for a couple of appointments towards the end which I felt showed how caring a dentist she really
is. My teeth are unrecognisable from how they were before I feel so much more confident and everyone keeps
commenting how amazing they look, I don't feel worried to smile in pictures and wonder how bad my teeth
will be looking in them. I am just about to start the final whitening process on them and cannot wait to see
the finished results. I would recommend anyone feeling self conscious of their smile/teeth and wanting
something done about it to come to Tiwari Watson for Invisalign. I should have come years ago!”

OUR THERAPISTS
Here at Tiwari Watson Dental Care we have two excellent Hygiene Therapists Andrea and
Rebecca, both who carry out various treatment including fillings, scaling and polishing,
fissure sealants, taking x-rays, extractions for children and providing dental health education. Our Dentists
may refer you to see one of our therapists to have these treatments carried out. However, you are still
registered with your own dentist at the practice who will see you for your dental examinations, any other
dental treatment and in cases of dental emergencies.
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Bridge2Aid
As a modern family dental practice, we provide excellent, appropriate
and quality dental care. Because we also care about people who don’t
have access to the most basic, pain relieving and life saving dental
treatment, we work with Bridge2Aid.
Bridge2Aid trains rural medical workers in East Africa to provide basic
and emergency dentistry. For people living in rural areas, there are no
dentists, and so the treatment that Bridge2Aid’s trainees provides can
be life saving.
This year we are funding the training of one Clinical Dental Officer –
enough to provide access to emergency dentistry to 10,000 people. We
are proud to be one of only 11 of Bridge2Aid's Gold Unity Partner
Dental Practices in the whole of the UK.

Like our pages and give us a follow!
Facebook- Tiwari Watson Dental Care
Instagram- @tiwariwatsondental
Twitter- @tiwariwatson1
Our Email- info@tiwariwatsondentalcare.co.uk

